
DOWNUNDER HALTER 
AND LEAD ROPE

LEAD ROPE
Features Benefits

14 feet long Keeps you a safe distance from your horse

Made of high 
quality marine 
yachting rope

- 8,300 lb. breaking strength

-  Extremely durable and will last for years
in any environment

-  Not slippery when wet or sweaty

- Easy to clean

Comes standard 
with a stainless 
steel bull snap

-  Stainless steel snap and spring
guarantees no rust

- Easily open with one hand

Removable snap -  Easily remove or change the snap without
worrying about damaging the lead rope

Weighted end -  Great feel and energy to allow you to give
the slightest cues

HALTER
Features Benefits

Strategically 
placed knots on 
noseband

-  Works off the pressure points of horse’s
nose which discourages leaning against
the halter

Made of high 
quality marine 
yachting rope

- 2,600 lb. breaking strength

-  Extremely durable and will last for years
in any environment

-  Retains shape, won’t stretch even if horse
pulls back

1/4” in diameter -  Thin diameter discourages the horse
from wanting to lean or pull against it

Comes in 8 sizes -  Hand tied to Clinton’s specifications to
ensure quality & craftsmanship



DRAFT – 1,400# +

1. 32"
2. 11"
3. 9"
4. Max 36" 

LARGE – 1,100-1,400# 
(warmblood)

1. 28"
2. 11"
3. 8"
4. Max 36" 

AVERAGE – 800-1,100#

1. 26"
2. 10"
3. 8.5"
4. Max 34" 

SMALL –  Arabian/ 
smaller muzzle

1. 25"
2. 9"
3. 6"
4. Max 31.5" 

YEARLING – 1-2 years

1. 24"
2. 7"
3. 4.5"
4. Max 31.5" 

WEANLING – 6-12 months

1. 20"
2. 7"
3. 4"
4. Max 25" 

FOAL – 3-6 months

1. 18"
2. 5.5"
3. 4"
4. Max 25" 

NEWBORN – 0-3 months

1. 14"
2. 6"
3. 4"
4. Max 25" 

HALTER GUIDELINES
1.  Muzzle diameter — Measure ABOVE the muzzle, around the

face where the halter would sit (about halfway between eyes
and nose) then add 2".

2.  Measure from the front of the cheekbone to the back
of the jaw (add or subtract 1/2" will fit).

3.  Measure from the throatlatch to the bottom of the muzzle
where the lips meet. Divide number by 2. (1/2" range will fit)

4.  Measure where the halter would sit just below the cheekbone,
up and over the poll (behind ears) and down to just below the
cheekbone, then add 6".




